We consider the maximal U(3) horizontal scheme as a handle on fermion masses and mixings. In particular, we attempt to explain the large top easily follow from our scheme.
Introduction
Despite all its successes, the Standard Model (SM) has many unexplained features. Most of them are connected to the fermionic sector, like the puzzling pattern of masses and mixings or the fact that quarks and leptons seem to neatly fit into three identical generations. The situation is best summarized by the fact that of the 19 arbitrary parameters in SM, 13 reside in the fermionic sector. Thus, it seems that the search for a way beyond SM will go through the reduction of arbitrary parameters in the fermionic sector.
A promising approach to explain some of SM features is that of using the flavor symmetry of gauge interactions of the fermions, which is the U(3) Since the top quark mass is of order weak scale [3] , its corresponding Yukawa coupling is of order unity. On the other hand if the VEVs of the Higgs doublets in the theory are comparable, b and τ couplings are much smaller than one. In this paper we build a model that incorporates a large top and small bottom and tau Yukawa couplings.
How does one include the large top quark Yukawa coupling in a horizontal symmetry model? In theories based on Abelian symmetries or SU (2) , it is usually assumed that the top does not transform under the horizontal symmetry considered, noting that it must come from a maximally broken SU(3).
In the maximal horizontal group SU(3) it does not make sense to say that such a large number comes from a higher dimensional operator which is suppressed by some inverse powers of some high scale M. Rather it means the horizontal symmetry in the top quark sector is broken maximally, i.e. the VEV of the φ is of the order of M. This means that if the horizontal symmetries were operative once at some high scale, either the third generation would have some large, unsuppressed mixing to some extra matter (unlike the other lighter generations) or the SM Higgs doublet is maximally mixed with some new scalars. In this paper we present a model which explores the first possibility.
We consider the full global U(3) symmetry in a manner similar to the U(2) case of Ref. [4, 5] . U(2) (or SU(2)) horizontal symmetry has received lot of interest lately as a natural solution to the SUSY flavor problem, forcing the squarks of the first two families to be approximately degenerate [6] . Thus, we will consider supersymmetric theories although we focus on conclusions in the fermionic sector (we discuss the scalar sector briefly at the end). The different hierarchies between m c /m t and m s /m b are also easily explained, as well as V cb . The large top quark mass is explained by the addition of an extra 10 + 10 of SU(5) 1 . The theory can also explain the smallness of the bottom and tau lepton masses without any suppression of Higgs doublet VEVs. It is easy to accommodate also the first generation in this scheme, but we chose to avoid doing so in this paper for clarity of the argument and reasons we discuss later.
Motivated by grand unification and more predictivity, we consider the same U(3) acting on all charged sectors (rather than the maximal U(3) 5 ). Thus the scale M could be some scale of order 10 16 GeV or so, although we will comment on how low phenomenologically such a scale can be.
The feature of large mixings of the top with extra matter was explored in several papers. For example, in a supersymmetric Pati-Salam model there is an extra gaugino 1 A similar field content in the context of supersymmetry was also recently proposed by Berezhiani in [7] .
with charge +2/3 which can effectively play the role of an extra vector-like quark singlet, and the large top quark mass can be related to the scale of SUSY breaking which is of the order of the weak scale [8, 9] . Many other papers explore the possibility of having an extra vector-like singlet up quark [10] . The issue of large top Yukawa coupling and large mixing in an inverse hierarchy scheme was discussed in Ref. [11] . A pseudogoldstone approach for the Higgs doublets where the top mixes with extra vector-like matter can be found in Ref. [12] .
First attempt at building supersymmetric theories with nonabelian horizontal symmetries was done by Berezhiani et al. in [13] . Later attempts include those listed in [14] .
Cosmological consequences of a global SU(3) family symmetry broken at a GUT scale were studied in [15] .
We start in Section 2 with the masses of the third generation. We show how the top quark Yukawa coupling can be generated from the breaking of U(3) and still be of order one, while the bottom and tau Yukawa couplings are suppressed without a hierarchy in the VEVs of the standard Higgs doublets. The masses of the second generation fermions, discussed in Section 3, are generated in a manner somewhat similar to reference [5] and come from the breaking of the remaining U(2) symmetry down to U(1). Section 4 is reserved for the discussion of the origin of the nonrenormalizable terms and the generated ratio m b mt . We conclude with some final thoughts in Section 5.
Mass of the third generation fermions
In order to explain the large top quark Yukawa coupling within a FN scheme we must add some extra matter fields. There exist strong limits on extra matter, like SM-like generations, from electroweak precision measurements [16] . However, extra vector-like matter is almost not constrained. Furthermore, gauge coupling unification is not spoiled if matter is added in 5 + 5 or 10 + 10s 2 . It is interesting that string compactification can
give three generations and extra vector-like matter with a SM invariant mass which is not necessarily at the Planck scale [18, 19] . Since we will discuss the grand unification of such a theory, we will assume masses of the order GUT scale, although we will comment later on how low can such a scale be.
We add to the three generations of the SM (q a , u The VEV of φ can always be rotated so that only one component obtains a VEV, say φ 3 . Thus, < φ 3 > breaks the U(3) symmetry down to U(2). If we diagonalize the up quark mass matrix (3) we get the top quark with mass
while b and τ remain massless
Equation (6) holds regardless of the values of < φ 3 > and M, as long as they are both larger than v 1 and v 2 . In particular, we take < φ 3 > and M of the same order, in order for the top quark mass to be of the order weak scale [20] . In addition, there are four heavy states with mass √ < φ 3 > 2 +M 2 (two in the up sector, one in down and one in lepton sector).
Let us discuss the possibility that < φ > (scale of maximal horizontal symmetry breaking) is of order M (mass of the vector-like pair). In fact, there is a priori nothing 3 For example, the gauge invariant mass terms U 
On integrating out heavy states, there is a single diagram, given in Fig. 1 , which generates the top mass as in (6) . We conclude that the top is heavy because at the scale of U(3) breaking the only FN fields transform as 10.
Mass of the bottom and tau
Masses of lighter fermions may be generated in a way similar to the U(2) case [5] . We use a flavon field φ ab which is symmetric in flavor indices (a 6 of U (3)) and which can generate some higher order operators of the form
The crucial point is that the mass M H has no reason to be of the same order as M. Mass M is the SU(5) invariant mass of the 10 + 10 pair, while M H can for example come from the SO(10) invariant mass, and thus can be higher by several orders of magnitude. This will be discussed in more details in Section 4. From now on, we will assume
The field φ ab may be a new field added to the theory or, more economically, an effective field made out of the product of two fundamentals φ a φ b . Later we will give an explicit SU(5) realization of the model where we discuss possible ways of generating the hierarchy (10).
U (3) is also broken by the VEV of φ 33 and we expect it to be of the same order as
This then modifies the Yukawa matrices in (3)- (5) in the 3,3 entry
where i = 1, 2. Diagonalizing we see that the top quark mass stays almost unchanged.
However, bottom and tau masses are generated and they are of order
This realization of the heaviest generation masses is different than [7] , where the top-bottom splitting was left to be explained as usual (either a large ratio of the Higgs doublet VEVs (large tan β) or a large ratio of Yukawa couplings put in by hand).
The terms in (9) can be generated in SU (5) Before going on to generate masses of lighter generations, let us discuss the diagonalization of the sector involving the third family and the extra vector like fields and the ensuing quark mixing matrix. It is obvious from the above equations that the rotation to get the top and bottom mass involves the same rotation on the left fields so that the KM matrix element V 33 will be close to one. Let us do this in more detail. The up quark mass matrix is diagonalized by the following rotations both on the left and on the right:
while the down and charged lepton mass matrices are diagonalized by
up to corrections of order
. The last matrix on the right hand side of equation (17) is the rotation in the heavy sector and is unimportant for our discussion (i,j=1,2,3). We see at this level, from (17) and (18), that the KM matrix is equal to unity. Departure of elements from those of the unit matrix is of the order broken [7] . This is because the rotations on these fields are suppressed by ǫ. We mention the consequences of this towards the end of the paper.
Mass of the second generation fermions
Second generation masses are generated when the remaining U(2) symmetry breaks down to U(1) (which keeps the first generation massless). We can obtain this breaking economically from the same symmetric flavon field φ ab (or an additional symmetric field φ ′ab ), when it gets VEVs of the same order in the (2,2), (2,3) and (3,2) entries. We parametrize this breaking by a parameter
The structure of the fermion mass matrices in the weak eigenstate basis is
Diagonalizing the third generation+heavy sector as in the previous section (with < φ 3 >≈ M) will not change much the structure of the second generation sector 5 :
where we denoted only the order of magnitude of relevant entries, and index M denotes the approximate mass eigenstates. We can neglect the bracketed terms (which represent mixings between the light and heavy fields) since they yield only order
without significantly changing mass eigenvalues.
Note that the obtained structure of mass matrices for the second and third generation is similar to the one of the U(2) model in Ref. [5] . Now, we see immediately that the following relations approximately hold:
We see that for ǫ ′ ≈ ǫ 2 we get good agreement with experiment. Moreover, we get the successful relations [5, 22] 
These relations will also approximately hold in the SU (5) to generate the desired relation m µ = 3m s at the GUT scale.
Before going on one needs to explain the ratio of masses
. One can explain easily such a ratio by a discrete symmetry softly broken by the M mass term and the VEVs of field φ a . However, there is also a deeper understanding for such a ratio as we now explain. As advertised before, it is entirely possible that the origin lies in the different scales of breaking SU(5) and SO (10) . Notice that M is the SU (5) 
Final remarks and conclusions
One can ask how low can the mass of the extra vector matter fields be [28, 29] . Suppose the mass matrices (20)- (22) were given without resorting to horizontal symmetries. Then, interestingly enough, existing experimental limits on V tb or flavor changing Z decays would allow M to be as low as the weak scale, because all effects quickly decouple as M becomes large 6 (see Appendix).
However, a much stronger limit on M comes from the fact that we are breaking global flavor symmetries spontaneously. The Goldstone bosons, known as familons [33, 34] , will actually produce too much FCNC, unless the scale is higher than about 5 × 10 11 GeV [35] . The bound applies to the lowest of scales, v, in the chain of scale of horizontal
If we assume that M lies near a typical GUT scale, and that the lightest generation masses are generated by the last scale in the chain, v may live actually very close to the lower bound [4] . Interestingly enough, the symmetry being broken at the lowest scale, U(1), has a color anomaly, so that we have an axion in the theory coming from the family symmetry [36] . Then there is also an upper bound on v as well coming from cosmology [37] , v < 10 12 GeV or so.
In this paper we envisioned the underlying theory to be a supersymmetric one, although all conclusions presented here concern the fermionic sector and are valid also in a nonsupersymmetric version. In SUSY, the U(3) symmetry acts on scalar partners as well. Here we will mention a few main points regarding the scalar masses and leave a more complete investigation to a future publication. It is interesting that because of the choice of representations of extra matter (10+10) right-handed squarks and left-handed sleptons remain approximately degenerate in all three generations. This has some profound differences compared to the recent analysis based on U(2). In comparison to [4, 5] , we expect µ → eγ and the electric dipole moment of the electron to be suppressed by ǫ and is thus of the same form as the U(2) models which relax this problem. However, a more precise prediction of fermion masses and mixings may require more fields (as alluded in Section 3). This then may require proportionality in order to avoid the problem [7] .
To summarize, in order for the Yukawa couplings of order one (top and/or bottom)
to find an explanation within the Froggat-Nielsen type of horizontal symmetry approach, it is necessary that the third generation particles mix maximally with some extra matter fields or that the Higgs doublet mixes maximally with extra scalars. In this paper we considered the first approach.
We have considered the maximal U ( 
Appendix
In this Appendix we derive the quark mixing matrices for the case when vector-like matter with the content of 10 + 10 of SU (5) are added to the three generations of the SM
The quark mixing matrix is derived as follows (see also Ref. [39] ). The charged weak current interaction is
Mass eigenstates are related to the weak eigenstates by
and
where V 
where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, a = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and b = 1, 2, 3, 4.
From (33) we can read off the quark mixing matrix which is now a 10 × 8 matrix and consists of two 5 × 4 blocks
and is thus in general not unitary. SM mixing matrix is in the upper 3 × 3 block of V a,b .
The approximate form of V for our model is discussed in the text.
Let us now turn to the neutral current:
Now let us go to the mass eigenstate basis. The electromagnetic part is flavor diagonal.
However, the weak part has flavor changing pieces in the following terms:
where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, a, c = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and b, d = 1, 2, 3, 4. There is no flavor changing part involving left handed down quarks reflecting the fact that there is no "mismatch" in that sector.
From equations (17), (18) and (23), (24) 
These effects are however negligible for M near the GUT scale.
To summarize, there are several consequences of the "mismatch":
• The quark mixing matrix is no longer unitary (neither as a complete 10 × 8 matrix, neither in the two 5 × 4 blocks separately), unless the extra 10 is totally decoupled. In particular, it is not unitary in the 3 × 3 standard sector.
• W L couples also to the "right-handed" mass eigenstates u c M in the lower 5 × 5 block.
• Couplings of fermions to Z boson are flavor changing.
